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Groundwater Storage Changes in California’s Central Valley 

Data Analysis Protocol for Excel: Mac 2008 
 
 

Before GRACE it was very difficult to estimate how the total volume of groundwater is 
changing. Surface sampling techniques are too limited in accuracy and frequency to 
provide good estimates. GRACE has helped us understand the magnitude and the trends 
in groundwater changes and to quantify other parameters such as evaporation. 
 
The objective of the first part of this activity is to produce a graph representing the 
groundwater storage changes in California’s Central Valley from 2003 to 2008. We will 
use the traditional water balance equation to graph observations of changes in water 
storage and compare it to what GRACE measures (GRACE Total Water Storage 
Change). The protocol that follows is for Microsoft Excel 2008 (Mac). For more recent 
versions of Excel the general procedure will be the same, but the actual steps and button 
locations may vary. 

 
Documents required for this Exercise 

1.  Background readings on Central Valley, CA (selections from Groundwater 
Availability of the Central Valley Aquifer, California. USGS professional paper 
1766) 

2. centralvalley_data_spreadsheet_WB.xls 
3. centralvalley_data_spreadsheet_GS.xls 
4. Labeled California map  

 
Warm-Up 

1. Based on your readings, describe the main uses of groundwater in the Central 
Valley 

2. On the California Map, please identify and outline the following 
a. The Sacramento River Basin 
b. The San Joaquin Basin 
c. The Central Valley 

3. Using arrows that indicate inputs and outputs draw a figure (similar to a water 
cycle diagram) that shows the water balance for the combined Sacramento and 
San Joaquin river basins. List all inputs and outputs.  

4. Write the water balance equation for the Sacramento and San Joaquin river basins 
using your list of inputs and outputs from the previous question. 
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Calculations: Water Balance 

 
In this section, you will be calculating groundwater storage changes in the combined 
Sacramento and San Joaquin river basins. Use the Excel spreadsheet titled 
“centralvalley_data_spreadsheet_WB.xls” and the instructions below to accomplish the 
following: 
 

A. Using the Water Balance equation, calculate the change in water storage for the 
Sacramento and San Joaquin River basins from the year 2003 (2003.79) to 2008 
(2008.46) 

B. Create a scatter plot of change vs. time that compares Water Balance (your 
answers from part A) to the total water storage change in the region (Column N 
on the spreadsheet). 

 
 

Water Balance Equation:  ∆S = P – E – Q   
Change in Storage = Precipitation – Evaporation - Streamflow 
∆S = Change in Storage 
P = Precipitation (Column B) 
E = Evaporation (Column F) 
Q = Streamflow  (Column J) 

 
Carefully follow the steps listed below to make the calculations and create a graph that 
compares water balance calculated using traditional methods with the GRACE total water 
storage change. 
 
Open the “centralvalley_data_spreadsheet_WB.xls” spread sheet. Click on the “View” 
menu. Make sure “Formula Bar” and “Status Bar” are clicked. Select “Toolbars” and 
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click “Chart”. Now Your Excel Sheet will look like this one. That’s a good place to start. 
 
Calculations 
 

1. On the “centralvalley_data_spreadsheet_WB.xls” Excel spreadsheet select cell 
R3. This cell is a random selection. You can select any cell, just be certain that it 
is in an area that is clear of the rest of the data and that it is in row 3. Row 3 is 
data from 2003.79 and will be input into the water balance equation first. 
 

2. In cell R3 (or the top cell in any other empty column), type the equation “=B3-F3-
J3”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Press Enter. The result will appear in cell that you selected. 
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4. To calculate the change in water storage for the entire time period (2003.79 – 
2008.46), click on the cell with the result (R3?). Move your cursor to the lower 
right hand corner until it turns into crosshairs (+). Click and hold as you drag the 
mouse downward until you have selected the entire time period (to R59) from 
2003 (2003.79) to 2008 (2008.46). The selected cells will be highlighted with a 
thick border as you go down. Release the mouse and values for each row will 
appear. 

 
****Remember to continue down to row 59. 

Alternative: Click on the cell with the result and copy it by pressing “command C”. 
Then click on the cell below the calculated value and highlight the column down 
to 2008.46. Press “command V” to paste the formula into these cells. Calculated 
values will appear in all cells. 

 
How did you do that? Explanation for step 4: the cell with the result contains the 
formula (the water balance equation ∆S = P – E – Q). As you dragged the mouse 
down, the water balance equation was being calculated for each row, quickly 
producing the answer for each cell.  

 
Graphing Water Balance and GRACE Total Water Storage Change 
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Stop and Think 

• Before you create your graph stop and make a prediction about how you think 
the line for water balance calculated using traditional forms of data will match 
with the line created using GRACE data?  

• If the graph of water balance and GRACE total water storage change are 
similar, what does that tell you? 

• If the graph of water balance and GRACE total water storage change are very 
different, what does that tell you? 

 
Making the Graph 

1.   Select the data values for GRACE total water storage change (mm) located in 
column N. Starting at the value for 2003.79 (cell N3) click and hold as you drag 
the cursor down to 2008.46 (cell N59). 

2.  Go to the top of the Excel sheet click on “Charts”.  A green drop down bar will 
appear. Select “XY (Scatter)” from the options and then click “Straight Marked 
Scatter”. 

 
3. Your graph will appear in box on your spreadsheet.  
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4. To title your graph click the “View” button, pick “Formatting Palette”, and label your 
chart by typing a chart title in the box labeled “Click here to add title”. 

Click on the triangle next to “Chart Title” to get a drop down menu. Enter “Time 
(Years)” for the x-axis (horizontal axis) and “Total Water Storage Change (mm)” for 
the y-axis (vertical axis). 
 
4. To add labels to the graph click on the “Chart” at top of screen and select “Source 

Data”. 
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A box will appear. 

 

 
Label the Series by typing GRACE TWSC in the “Name” box. 
 
To add values for the x-axis, click on the box to the right of “X values”. This will pop 
you back to the spreadsheet and your “Select Data Source” box will shrink to a single 
row. 
 
Select the data values for time (Column M) starting at the value for 2003.79 and ending 
at the value for 2008.46 (Rows 3 through 59). 

 
****Remember to continue down to row 59. 

 
Click on the box with the red mark in it (to the right of the row) to return you to the larger 
“Select Data Source” box.  Click on the “OK” button. 
 
You should see dates entered along the x-axis of your graph. 
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7.  Now it is time to add a plot of your calculations of the Water Balance to the graph so 
you can compare it with the GRACE data.  
 
Return to the Source Data box (by clicking “Chart” on the upper menu). Under the 
Series box, click ‘Add’ (Don’t worry if your line from Series 1 gets messed up at this 

stage). The label “series 2” will appear in the Series box.  
 

 
9. Click on the triangle to the right of “X values”. This will pop you back to the 

spreadsheet.  Select the data values for time (Column M) by starting at 2003.79 
(cell M3) and clicking and holding as you drag the cursor down to 2008.46 (cell 
M59). 

 
10. Return to the Chart Wizard by clicking on the triangle in the Source Data box. 

 
Your data from Series 1 should look normal now. 

 
11. Click inside of the “Y Values” rectangle and delete any characters in this box. 

Then click the triangle to the right of the box to return to the spreadsheet. Select 
the values for water balance (mm) that you calculated earlier (Column R?)  
starting at the value for “2003.76” and ending at the value for “2008.46”. Then 
click the triangle in the Source Data box. 

 
12. The graph for the second set of data now appears in a different color. Replace the 

name of the second plot (series 2) by typing “Water Balance” next to “Name:”. 
Then click OK. 
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13. You have already labeled the x-axis “time (yr)” and the y-axis “total water storage 

change (mm)”. From Step 4. 
 

14. Go To Top of Screen. Under “Chart” click on “Move Chart”  
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The default is to have the graph displayed as an “Object” this will place the graph as a 
box on top of your data columns where it can be moved around by clicking and 
dragging.  If you want to save it as a separate sheet click on new sheet and give it 
a name such as “My awesome chart” 

 
 
 
The other option, “As new sheet”, will display your graph as a new sheet within your 

excel file. You can navigate between sheets using the tabs at the bottom of the 
window. Select an option. 

 
15. Click on “finish” to display your completed graph.  
 
Stop and Think 

 
How do both data plots compare? Record any similarities and differences you observe 
in your notebook. 

 
 
 
 
 

Calculations: Ground Water Storage Anomaly 
 
Information from the Excel spreadsheet “centralvalley_data_spreadsheet_GS.xls” 
will be used to accomplish the following: 
 
A. Calculate the groundwater storage anomaly for the time period of 2003 - 2009 
B. Using the results from part A, Create a scatter plot of the Groundwater storage 

anomaly (mm) vs. time for the entire time period. Fit a linear trend line to the data 
points, including the associated equation on the chart. Determine the slope and 
observe and note the trends. 

C. Repeat step B for January 2004 – January 2006 
D. Repeat step B for January 2005 through the end of the time series 
E. Compare your plots from steps B – D and note your observations in your 

notebook. 
 

Calculating the groundwater storage anomaly  
Equation for Groundwater storage anomaly = 
GRACE Storage Anomaly (mm) – Soil Moisture anomaly (mm) – surface water 
anomaly (mm) – Snow Anomaly (mm) 
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Data from the following columns will be inputted into this equation 

GRACE Storage Anomaly (mm) (Column B) 
Soil Moisture anomaly (mm) (Column G) 
Surface water anomaly (mm) (Column K) 
Snow Anomaly (mm) (Column O) 
 

Thus:  
Groundwater storage anomaly = Column B – Column G – Column K – Column O 
 
Carefully follow the steps listed below to make the calculations and create graphs that 
that represent Groundwater Storage Anomaly for the three time periods given above. 
 
Start the sheet with the same procedures you used above. 

 
1. On the “centralvalley_data_spreadsheet_GS.xls” excel spreadsheet select cell R3. 

This cell is a random selection. You can select any cell, just be certain that it is in 
an area that is clear of the rest of the data and that it is in row 3. Row 3 is data 
from 2003.79 and will be input into the groundwater storage anomaly equation 
first. In cell R3 or the cell that you have selected, Type in the following equation 
“=B3-G3-K3-O3”. Then press “Enter” 
 

2. The result will appear in cell that you selected and the empty cell below will be 
highlighted. 
 

3. To calculate the change in water storage for the entire time period (2003.79 – 
2009.21, click on cell R3. Move your cursor to the lower right hand corner until it 
turns into crosshairs (+). Click and hold as you drag the mouse downward until 
you have selected the entire time period from 2003 (2003.79) to 2009 (2009.21) 
The selected cells will be highlighted with a thick border as you go down. Include 
cells R4 to R68. When you release the mouse, the values for each row will appear. 
 

 
Graphing the Groundwater Storage Anomaly 
In this section you will use your completed calculations to create a scatter plot of your 
calculated groundwater storage anomaly (mm) vs. time for the time period between 
2003.79 and 2009.21. Then you will fit a linear trend line to the plots and include the 
equation on the chart. This will allow you to determine the slope and observe and 
note the trends. 
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1. Select the data values from the column where you calculated the Groundwater 
storage anomaly (R?) starting at the value for 2003.79 and ending at the value 
2009.21. 

 
2.	   Go to the top of the Excel sheet Click on “Chart”.  

3. In the Chart “XY (Scatter)” from the options and select “Straight Marked Scatter.
 Your graph will appear in box on your spreadsheet. Good job breath in and out. 

 
4.	   To add dates to the x-axis click on the “Chart” at top of screen 

Click on “Source Data”	  Then click on the box to the right of “X values” This will 
pop you back to the spreadsheet. Select the data values for time (Column J) 
starting at the value for 2003.79 and ending at the value for 2009.21 (Rows 3 
through 68). 

5. From the View menu, use the “Formatting Palette” to label the graph. To enter 
labels for your graph choose a chart title that describes the data, and label the 
Horizontal “x” axis “time (years)” and the Vertical “y” axis “storage anomaly 
(mm)”. Give your chart a title. 

 
6. You can save your Graph by clicking on the “Chart” at top of screen 
 Click on “Move Chart”. The default is to have the graph displayed as an “Object” 

this will place the graph as a box on top of your data columns where it can be 
moved around by clicking and dragging. The other option, “As new sheet”, will 
display your graph as a new sheet within your excel file. You can navigate 
between sheets using the tabs at the bottom of the window. Select an option. 

 
7. Click on “OK” to display your completed graph.  

 
Adding a linear trend line  
 
8. Select your graph by clicking on it once. Then go to the “Chart” menu and select 

“Add Trendline” 
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9. In the “Add Trendline” Window, under “Type” select “Linear”.  

 
 
 

10. Under “Options” check off “Display equation on chart”. Then click “OK”. 
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Stop and Think 
 

• What does the slope of your line tell you about the water storage anomaly in 
the Central Valley over the six-year period?  

• Record the slope of your trendline and observations about the trend of the data 
on the chart below. 
 

 
Looking at Shorter intervals 

Repeat steps 1 through 10 directly above to create a graph and find a trend line for the 
Groundwater storage anomaly (mm) starting at the value for 2004.02 and ending at 
the value 2006.05. 

 
Repeat steps 1 through 10 directly above to create a graph and find a trend line for the 
Groundwater storage anomaly (mm) starting at the value for 2005.05 and ending at 
the value 2009.21 
 
 
Reflection 
 

• In your notebook, compare and contrast each of your three graphs. Record the 
slopes and describe the trends you observe. 

• What are the implications of the observed groundwater storage changes for 
California’s Central Valley? 

 
 
For Further Research 
1. Find more out about the water in your region. For New York City, learn more 

about the water supply, watershed quality, and drinking water by visiting the 
Department of Environmental protection at  
 
DEP – Drinking Water 
http://www.nyc.gov/html/dep/html/drinking_water/index.shtml  
 

2. Check the reservoir levels, by visiting the DEP home page at 
http://www.nyc.gov/html/dep/html/home/home.shtml and looking at the right 
hand column. Compare the current level to what is normal. 
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3. What water problems does your region face? Are there issues with the quality of 
the water? 
 
 

Getting Involved 
Using the above links and the additional one here on hydrology, create a project 
for students to learn more about the state of water in their region, what they can 
do to make a difference, and possible careers in hydrology 
 
USGS -What is hydrology and what do hydrologists do? 
http://ga.water.usgs.gov/edu/hydrology.html  
 
 

GRACE Data Analysis 
 

California: Central Valley Water Storage Anomaly 
 

Time Range Slope (Include Units) Description of graph 

1) 2003 – 2009   

2) 2004 through 2005   

3) 2005 through 2009   

 
	  

 


